
$17,000 - 471 Beverwil Drive, Beverly Hills
MLS® #23235543

$17,000
3 Bedroom, 4.00 Bathroom, 2,940 sqft
Residential Lease on 0 Acres

N/A, Beverly Hills, 

FULLY FURNISHED. A Luxury Rental
Experience, Redefined. Welcome to 471
Beverwil Dr, an elegant Mid-Century home
available for *short and long term*. Setting a
new standard of living in prime Beverly Hills.
All inclusive and exuding soft sophistication,
this home offers 3 primary suites, 4
bathrooms, a laundry room, 1-car garage + 2
Off street parking, boasts 3100 sqft and has
lush greenery wrapping around every inch of
the property line. Sit by the fireplace in the
living room, relax by the pool or entertain your
guests with BBQ by the firepit, the options to
enjoy this home are endless. Fully furnished
by a notable interior designer and equipped
with all the amenities of daily living, all you
need to do is bring your suitcase and
toothbrush. The features and amenities
include: Sonos sound system throughout the
home, brand new Smart TV's with all apps
available, new Central A/C, Ring and Blink
security, carbon monoxide and smoke
detectors, dimmable lighting, storage space,
closets full of hangers; the kitchen comes with
new stainless steel appliances, cookware,
dishes/cultlery, a coffee maker and toaster,
and even down to the spices you use to cook
meals at home. Utilities - Contact agent.
Walkable to all the finest shops and
restaurants such as Urth Caffe, Philz Coffee,
Beverliz Cafe, Maude Restaurant and more,
this aesthetically quaint home is perfect for all
of your lifestyle and entertainment needs.
Home, the way it should be!



Built in 1939

Additional Information

City Beverly Hills

County Los Angeles

Zip 90212

MLS® # 23235543

Bedrooms 3

Bathrooms 4

Square Ft 2,940

Lot Size 0.14

Neighborhood N/A

HOA Dues $

Listing Details

Listing Agent Sagi Barzilay

Provided By: Vantage Realty Inc.

Based on information from California Regional Multiple Listing Service, Inc. as of April 28th, 2024 at 11:55am PDT. This
information is for your personal, non-commercial use and may not be used for any purpose other than to identify
prospective properties you may be interested in purchasing. Display of MLS data is usually deemed reliable but is NOT
guaranteed accurate by the MLS. Buyers are responsible for verifying the accuracy of all information and should
investigate the data themselves or retain appropriate professionals. Information from sources other than the Listing
Agent may have been included in the MLS data. Unless otherwise specified in writing, Broker/Agent has not and will not
verify any information obtained from other sources. The Broker/Agent providing the information contained herein may or
may not have been the Listing and/or Selling Agent.


